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Throughout history, innovations in the monetary system have coincided with 
major leaps in economic activity
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Money in the form of book entries overseen by trusted intermediaries opened 
the door to new financial instruments that spurred trade and commerce
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Paper ledgers gave way to their digital counterparts; digitalisation and the 
dematerialisation of money have wrought profound changes on society at large
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Following dematerialisation and digitalisation, what could be the next step in 
the evolution of the monetary and financial system?
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Tokenisation could be the next big development, unlocking new types of 
economic arrangement



Tokens integrate records in a traditional database with the rules and logic 
governing the transfer of that asset
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Tokenisation enables the contingent performance of actions 

contigent actions
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Consider how the system works today
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Account managers are entrusted with maintaining and updating an accurate record 
of ownership and transfers
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External messaging systems link these databases, and the separation between 
messaging, reconciliation and settlement limits the capabilities of the system 
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Canonical use case is in joint execution of sale and payment: address principal risk 
through “delivery versus payment” (DvP) and “payment versus payment” (PvP)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This issue is typically solved with escrow. But I think it’s fair to say that when two people want to pay each other it may not work out. We could use the conventional escrow process, but even then if one side fails to fund there is risk associated with price fluctuations. So it’s still a problem that needs to be solved. 
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Tokens enable atomic settlement, where reciprocal transfers between Amalia and 
Bob occur simultaneously, with one transfer being a precondition for the other
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Two points of emphasis on the scope of my remarks today
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Two points of emphasis on the scope of my remarks today

 My remarks are about the tokenisation of real-world assets, not crypto DeFi
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Two points of emphasis on the scope of my remarks today

 My remarks are about the tokenisation of real-world assets, not crypto DeFi

 “Tokenisation” is not synonymous with “decentralisation”
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Delivery-versus-payment is not a new idea; mitigating principal risk has long been 
discussed at the BIS
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Legal framework is always in the background

Traditional system

locked 
asset

Programmable platform

tokenised 
asset

ramp
tokenising transformation
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Providing central bank money in the same venue as other claims is necessary
for settlement
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Tokenised private money serves as the primary means of payment; two candidates
are asset-backed stablecoins and tokenised deposits
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Stablecoins represent a transferable claim on the issuer, akin to a digital bearer 
instrument
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Stablecoins’ relative exchange values may depart from par, violating the 
principle of the “singleness of money”

Prices of stablecoins around the FTX collapse 
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Tokenised deposits are conducive to singleness, enhancing the key advantages 
of the two-tier monetary system
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Payments are settled using central bank money, ensuring they all go through 
at par and preserving the singleness of money
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Promising route is to bring together CBDCs, tokenised deposits and other 
tokenised assets on a shared programmable platform – a unified ledger
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Central bank money resides in the same venue as other tokenised claims, 
giving firm foundation to the functionalities flowing from tokenisation

BIS Annual Economic Report 
2023, Chapter III

https://www.bis.org/speeches/sp231123.htm
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“Closure property” is test for feasibility of tokenisation application

 Are all actors necessary for the application present and available to be tied into 
the tokenisation? 

 “Closure property” holds when the answer to the above question is “yes”
 Terminology comes the mathematics of closure operations
 Closure operator C( . ) maps collection of nodes to enlarged collection taking dependencies 

into account
 “Closure property” holds for application involving set A when

C(A) = A



Tokenisation continuum
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tokenisation continuum +-

The tokenisation continuum (Aldasoro et al, 2023)

https://www.bis.org/publ/bisbull72.htm


Tokenisation continuum
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tokenisation continuum +-

The tokenisation continuum (Aldasoro et al, 2023)

Wholesale payments

https://www.bis.org/publ/bisbull72.htm


Tokenisation continuum
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tokenisation continuum +-

The tokenisation continuum (Aldasoro et al, 2023)

Tokenised gold

Wholesale payments

https://www.bis.org/publ/bisbull72.htm
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tokenisation continuum +-

The tokenisation continuum (Aldasoro et al, 2023)

DvP and other securities market
applications

Tokenised gold

Wholesale payments

https://www.bis.org/publ/bisbull72.htm
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tokenisation continuum +-

The tokenisation continuum (Aldasoro et al, 2023)

DvP and other securities market
applications

Wholesale payments and 
correspondent banking Tokenised gold

Wholesale payments

https://www.bis.org/publ/bisbull72.htm
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tokenisation continuum +-

The tokenisation continuum (Aldasoro et al, 2023)

DvP and other securities market
applications

Land property registries

Wholesale payments and 
correspondent banking Tokenised gold

Wholesale payments

https://www.bis.org/publ/bisbull72.htm


Tokenisation continuum
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DvP and other securities market
applications

tokenisation continuum +-
Supply chain

Land property registries

Wholesale payments and 
correspondent banking Tokenised gold

The tokenisation continuum (Aldasoro et al, 2023)

Wholesale payments

https://www.bis.org/publ/bisbull72.htm
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